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If There Was Ever a Time for Peace — It’s Now

By Global Research and Global Research
Global Research, December 17, 2012

2012 is quickly drawing to a close, and while many celebrate the season with family and
friends, the war machine maintains its imperial depravity with total disregard for humanity
and an insatiable appetite for  power and profit.  And big media lends it  credibility because
morally bankrupt leaders and institutions of power keep them on their payroll. It’s a vicious
cycle that leaves a gaping void where the truth should be.

Regardless of where we’re from and what we believe, many feel that this is a special time of
year.  Indeed, with rampant violence taking innocent lives — from the Middle East war
theater, to the quiet neighborhoods of America — if there was ever a time for a miracle, it’s
now.

While we must always hold on to hope, true peace can only be achieved through awareness
and action:

“The future of our threatened world urgently requires the strengthening of a global
public opinion, to resist and overcome the wrongdoings of oppressive local powers. This
global opinion is being shaped and strengthened by Global Research, which provides an
international audience for voices often too little heard in their home countries. A gift to
Global Research is an investment in a hopeful alternative to our current disordered
society.”
–Prof. Peter Dale Scott (See list of articles by Prof. Scott)

In the spirit of truth and peace, please consider making a contribution to Global Research.
Help us cut through mainstream media lies and uphold the truth.  The more we stand
together, the stronger we’ll be.

Donate online, by mail or by fax

Become a member of Global Research

Show your support by becoming a Global Research Member
(and also find out about our FREE BOOK offer!)
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Browse our books, e-books and DVDs

Visit our newly updated Online Store to learn more about our publications. Click to browse
our titles:

A note to donors in the United States:
Tax Receipts for deductible charitable contributions by US residents

Tax Receipts for deductible charitable contributions by US residents can be provided for
donations to Global Research in excess of $400 through our fiscal sponsorship program. If

you are a US resident and wish to make a donation of $400 or more, contact us at
crg.online@yahoo.com (please indicate “US Donation” in the subject line) and we will send

you the details. We are much indebted for your support.
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